
 

6th Class 

Mr. Hannelly 

Mrs. Moran 

Weeks Work June 9th –June 12th  

 

A chairde,  

We hope that you had a lovely break and that you enjoyed our tribute to you. We 

hope you enjoyed meeting some of your friends outdoors and that you remembered 

to practice proper respiratory etiquette. Hopefully we will have heard more good 

news regarding meeting our friends by the time you get to read this. This is our 

plan for this week. As usual we just want you to do the best that you can. Do not 

get stressed out trying to do all the work. Do what you can. We hope that you have 

enjoyed the links and videos put up over the previous weeks. Take a break by 

looking at those links. 

If you are moving on at a quicker pace don’t hesitate to move on to the next 

chapter.  

Zoom: This weeks Zoom meeting is scheduled for Friday the 12th of June at 11am. 

Keep working at your projects. We look forward to hearing about them on Friday. 

Remember There will be a prize for the best project and prizes for the 

runners up. 

 

Maths: This week you should be moving on to the Division chapter pages 29-32  

Do questions from one page each day. So do questions from p.29 on Tuesday, then 

do questions from p. 30 on Tuesday etc... 

Aim to do 30 minutes of maths a day. You do not need to do all the questions on 

each page.  

 

Tables: This week focus on your 6 multiplication and division tables.  

 

 

 



Maths: Puzzle  

This week you have only one puzzle to solve but it’s a challenging one. Give 

it a go and also try and solve the bonus question.  

What 9-digit number has the following features: 

It has all 9 digits from 1 to 9 

It can be exactly divided by 6 and 7 

Each time it is rounded (starting with units, then tens, hundreds, etc) it rounds in 

an alternate pattern (up, down, up, ...), until after rounding 8 times the final number 

is 500000000 

After rounding four times the sum of the digits is 24 

 

Bonus: what is the solution if the rounding goes down, up, down, ... 

 

 

Maths: Puzzles last weeks puzzles and solutions 

1. Trees in rows 

A gardener planted 10 trees in five rows. Each row had four trees in it. How 

did he do this? 

Solution: 

 



 

2. A matchstick puzzle 
 
Move 3 matches to show 2 squares 

 

 

Solution: 

 

 

 

English: 

Toads Tricks and Aliens: Please read “Unbearable” by Paul Jennings pages 19-22.  

Write the answers to the questions 

 " UNBEARABLE " 

Read pg. 19 -22 

 



Questions : 

1. What board game did Dad like to play? 

2.What two faults did Dad have? 

3.What did the Mom ask the Dad NOT to do? 

4.Who was coming to tea ? 

5.What did Mam use to set the table? 

 

Extra Questions 

1. List the bad manners that Andrew showed. 

2.Why did his manners get worse and worse? 

3. Do you think that Dad was finding it hard not to "crack" ? Explain/how do you 

know? 

4. What does the story tell us about Dad ? hint his (personality/character) 

5. Do you think that Mr. Spinks enjoyed the visit and the meal? Explain your 

answer? 

Continue reading and listening to ‘Building the Great Wall of China’ an Isabel Soto 

History adventure. Click on the link below to access this book and audiobook.   

https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=ge_bgwch_f09 

Keep reading for Bookclub! 

Your spellings and sentences for this week are: there are only 16 this week because 

of the Bank Holiday. 

index                                              industry                                       industrial 

individual                                        glimmer                                       immortal 

immediate                                      immediately                                 freckled 

frequency                                      frequent                                      frequently 

caution                                           precaution                                   cautious   

causes 

https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=ge_bgwch_f09


Please use some of the adjectives from the adjective list given a few weeks 

ago.  

Anyone working on the Nessy program doesn’t have these spellings. 

 

Gaeilge: 

Go to folensonline.ie 

Select Register 

Follow directions given where you sign in as a teacher. 

Find Abair liom G. Click resources. Open Scéal – 14. Scannáin iontacha. Comhrá 

– 14 Scannáin iontacha. Amhrán – Superman. Dán – Chuaigh mé 'dtín phictiúrlann 

 It's all about Scannáin iontacha/ wonderful movies. Try out all the resources 

with that section. 

This week do the book page 103-105 

We recommend that you keep engaging with Duolingo.  

Watching tg4 is a fun way of improving your Gaeilge.  

Litriú agus focail 

Ceoldráma - opera 

Cartún – cartoon 

Scannán aicsin - action movie 

Scannán greannmhar – comedy 

Scannán Ficsean eolaíochta – science fiction movie. 

 

 

 



Geography:  

Planet Earth and Space. Name and learn about the moon phases. 

The phases of the moon starting with the New Moon are: 

 New Moon 

 Waxing Crescent 

 First Quarter 

 Waxing Gibbous 

 Full 

 Waning Gibbous 

 Third Quarter 

 Waning Crescent 

 Dark Moon 

Click on the link below to learn about the moon phase. Draw the phases in you 

copy or recreate them using cookies. 

https://www.ducksters.com/science/phases_of_the_moon.php 

 

History:  

Martin Luther King Junior. Click on the link below to learn about the famous civil 

rights campaigner. There are protests in the USA today regarding civil rights. 

What do you think we can all learn from Martin Luther King Jr? 

https://www.natgeokids.com/ie/discover/history/general-history/martin-luther-king-facts/ 

 

Science: 
 

This week you are going to learn about Friction 

What is friction? 

 

Friction is the resistance of motion when one object rubs against another. Anytime 

two objects rub against each other, they cause friction. Friction works against the 

motion and acts in the opposite direction. 

 

https://www.ducksters.com/science/phases_of_the_moon.php
https://www.natgeokids.com/ie/discover/history/general-history/martin-luther-king-facts/


 

Friction and Energy 

 

When one object is sliding on another it starts to slow down due to friction. This 

means it loses energy. However, the energy doesn't disappear. It changes from 

moving energy (also call kinetic energy) to heat energy. This is why we rub our 

hands together when it's cold. By rubbing them together we generate friction and, 

therefore, heat. 

 

The force F of friction pushes back on the block. 

 

Preventing Friction 

 

In some cases we want to prevent friction so it's easier to move. A good example of 

this is a ball or wheel. They roll to help reduce friction. Another way to reduce 

friction is with a lubricant like grease or oil. Machines and engines use grease and 

oil to reduce friction and wear so they can last longer. 

 

Another way to reduce friction is to change the types of materials in contact with 

one another. For example, ice contacting with steel would produce less friction than 

rubber would on concrete. This is why ice skates slide so easily on the ice, but you 

don't slip when wearing rubber shoes on the sidewalk. These different materials 

are said to have different "coefficients of friction". 

 

Using Friction 

 

Friction is also a great help to us. After all, we would all just be sliding around 



everywhere if there wasn't friction to keep us steady. Friction is used in car 

brakes, when we walk or climb a hill, making a fire, skiing down a hill, and more. 

Experiment with Friction 

 

Different types of surfaces create different amounts of friction. Some materials 

are much smoother than others. Take three flat objects with different types of 

surfaces. Set them on one end of a tray and slowly lift it. The item with the least 

friction will start to slide first. 

 

There are two main factors that will influence the total amount of friction: 1) the 

roughness of the surfaces (or the "coefficient of friction") and 2) the force 

between the two objects. In this example, the weight of the object combined with 

the angle of the tray will change the force between the two objects. Play around 

with different objects and see how these two factors change the friction. 

Types of friction 

 Dry Friction - This is what we've been mostly talking about here. Dry 

friction occurs when two solid objects touch each other. If they are not 

moving, it is called static friction. If they are moving, it is called kinetic or 

sliding friction. 

 Fluid Friction - Fluid friction involves a fluid or air. The air resistance on an 

airplane or water resistance on a boat is fluid friction. 

 Rolling Friction - Rolling friction occurs when a round surface rolls over a 

surface, like a ball or wheel. 

Fun facts about Friction 

 Although wheels are great for rolling and reducing friction, they couldn't 

work without friction. 

 It would be really tough just to stand up without friction. 

 Friction can generate static electricity. 

 The harder two surfaces are pressed together, the more force it takes to 

overcome the friction and get them to slide. 

 Fluid friction is used a lot in water parks so we can slide smoothly and fast 

down giant slides. 

Click on the link below to learn more about friction. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo_pmp5rtzo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fo_pmp5rtzo


The Arts; kidsloveshortfilms.com 

Music; Summer Sounds  

Youtube; Corinne Bailey Rai; Put your records on  

Movie; Take me home (Vimeo)- a 4 minute short story for all our animal lovers! 

We thought of three themes running through the movie- 

 Loneliness 

 Companionship 

 Friendliness 

Can you think of any themes? 

Self Esteem; 

Care of Environment- Responsibility 

Do an outside job with a purpose. 

Taking on a consistent job can be a huge responsibility. Caring for our 

environment is a huge responsibility. 

Activity; 

1. Choose one of these projects; 

 Outside project ideas 

 watering the plants,  

 walking the dog,  

 planting flowers,  

 tidying up the garden, 

 picking up the rubbish near your house of around the garden,  

 helping with recycling. 

 

2. Work on this for the week. 

3. Please accept your Earth Award.. , Mr. Hannelly, Mrs Moran 

 



 

 

 



 

Materials; 

 Sticks 

 Paintbrushes 

 Acrylic Craft Paint  or chalk or markers. 

 Craft varnish or clear glue  

 Twine or wool 

Instructions 

 B R E A K  T H E  sticks into different lengths. 

 Peel the bark off the sticks. 

 Let the sticks dry quickly in the sun then paint or colour the sticks. 

 Paint a coat of craft varnish/glue on the sticks 

 When the varnish is dry, wrap a long length of twine or wool around the 

top of each stick.. 

 Tie the string, leaving a long piece hanging at the end of each stick. ( you 

need this to tie them onto the branches) 

 Hang the sticks on a branch in the garden. 

 Listen to the sounds they make outdoors! 

 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00ATJSDHE/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00ATJSDHE&linkCode=as2&tag=happyhooligan-20


 Summer Pesto Pasta Salad Recipe 

 

 Prep time: 10 minutes 
 Cook time: 15 minutes 

 Yield: Serves 6-8 

 

You need an adult to help you! 

INGREDIENTS 
 4 cups uncooked fusili pasta (use rice pasta for wheat-free version) 
 1 container fresh basil pesto. 

 1 cup frozen peas, defrosted/sweetcorn/pepper/onion 

 12 ounces cherry tomatoes, halved 

 I teaspoon oregano/mixed herbs/thyme/or basil 

 1 tablespoon (1.5 Dessertspoon or 3 teaspoons) olive oil or mayonnaise 

 Grated cheese or cooked chicken. 

 Salt and pepper 

 

Utensils 

Saucepan 

Chopping board 

Serving spoon 

Colander 

Tablespoon or Dessertspoon or Teaspoons 

 
METHOD 

 

1. WASH YOUR HANDS WITH WARM WATER AND SOAP AND DRY THEM. 

2. WASH AND CHOP THE VEGETABLES. 

 

3. Cook the pasta: Cook pasta according to instructions on the package. Make sure the 

water is salted (one and a half teaspoons per quart). Remove pasta from heat and 

strain when pasta is cooked, but still firm (al dente). 

4. Put pasta in a big bowl. Mix in fresh basil pesto, olive oil or mayonnaise and herbs. 

Gently mix in cherry tomatoes, peas, sweetcorn, peppers, and onion. Add salt and 

pepper to taste. 

https://www.simplyrecipes.com/recipes/fresh_basil_pesto/


5. Add grated cheese or chopped chicken pieces. 

6. Serve with garlic bread or bread rolls. 

Notes; 

You can use a jar of green pesto if you can’t get the fresh pesto. 

The fresh basil pesto is in the fridge section of the supermarket. 

You can leave out the chicken or cheese. 

I bought my ingredients in my local supermarket 

                   
 

                         Colander                                                            tablespoon, dessert spoon, teaspoon 

 

                                                        

Fresh green pesto                                                                                           Jar green pesto 

Music youtube; Katy Perry Firework  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Religion: 

This week please continue to revise the Gifts of the Holy Spirit. 

It’s important that you know what these are. Revise the prayers 

we gave you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PE: 

Joe ‘The Body Coach’ streams a PE lesson every morning at 9:30 on Youtube. If you 

can tune in it’s a great way to start the day. 

Try to do five or six letters a day. For example do A-E on Monday, F-J on Tuesday 

etc. 

Now that you are allowed to go outside a bit more. Try a short jog. Set the 

countdown timer on your phone to 10 minutes. See if you can run continuously for 

the 10 minutes. Jog at a steady pace. Walk if it becomes difficult speed up towards 

the end if you feel you have energy towards the end. 



 

https://soundcloud.com/user-547419318/the-end-of-the-rainbow-visualisation-for-

children-guided-by-gerard click on this link for some breathing exercises. 
Don’t forget RTEs School Hub which starts at 11am every week day. 

If you feel like doing this recipe please make sure that you have an adult present. 

Here is the recipe. 

We have posted out resources to some of you. Continue to work on the work 

we sent you. 

We look forward to talking to you on the phone on Thursday or Friday. 

 

Kind regards,  

Mr. Hannelly, Ms. Moran and Tony. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://soundcloud.com/user-547419318/the-end-of-the-rainbow-visualisation-for-children-guided-by-gerard
https://soundcloud.com/user-547419318/the-end-of-the-rainbow-visualisation-for-children-guided-by-gerard

